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It’s the Charter of the EU Regions for the promotion of a
common framework for strategic actions aimed at the
protection and sustainable development of the
Mediterranean coastal áreas.

A joint initiative, open to the Southern & Eastern coastal
administrations of the Mediterranean, performing concrete
objectives even structural ones, able to attain diversified funding
resources with a high capacity of mainstreaming.

What is the Bologna Charter initiative ? 



1. Network of Coastal Observatories for the monitoring, management of risks and
erosion phenomena, defense interventions & sediment stocks management;

2. Survey of the erosion status & flood hazard suitable for territorial planning;

3. Sustainable use of the strategic resources like the coastal territory (to face the
“littoralization” process) and coastal & submarine stocks of sediments (to face erosion
and Climate Change, favouring new commercial relationship at Med level);

4. Integrated territorial planning & application of the principles of ICZM/MSP for the
sustainable development of coasts, landscape protection, coastal adaptation & risk
prevention;

5. Structural works along Med coasts consistent with integrated planning processes,
for the implementation of an adaptation policy to the natural & anthropogenic risks

6. Project-clustering for further synergies and capitalization

Main areas of cooperation & intervention



Concrete 
actions & 
projects

Policy 
Document

The Joint Action Plan (JAP): 
a rolling document



Signature in Brussels, 21 March 2013
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ΥΠΟΥΡΓΕΙΟ ΠΕΡΙΒΑΛΛΟΝΤΟΣ    
ΕΝΕΡΓΕΙΑΣ & ΚΛΙΜΑΤΙΚΗΣ ΑΛΛΑΓΗΣ   
 

MINISTRY OF ENVIROMENT,   Athens, 20-10-2015 
ENERGY & CLIMATE CHANGE   Prot. No.: 189 
 
Substitute Minister        TO:   REGION OF EAST  
        MACEDONIA AND  

THRACE 
 
 
 
Dear Mr. Pavlidis, 
 

Following your communication with Prot. No. 357 / 01.19.2015, I would like to 
congratulate you for your participation in the "Bologna Charter 2012" (hereinafter 
‘The Charter’) which promotes Joint Action Plans aimed at the protection and 
sustainable development of the Mediterranean coast. 

  As stated in the ‘The Charter’, the coastal zone of the Mediterranean is among 
the highly threatened areas by the impacts of climate change, such as flooding and 
erosion hazards. Given the environmental value and importance of the infrastructure 
in the coastal areas, the promotion of the above mentioned principles of ‘The Charter’ 
is essential mainly due to the creation of a network of coastal observatories, which 
monitor and record the erosion and coastal flooding in the Mediterranean as well as 
the sustainable use of strategic resources (coastal soils, sediments, etc.) as part of the 
Integrated Management of coastal zone and marine spatial planning and the design 
and construction of building projects in accordance with these principles. The 
implementation of these values promotes the prosperity and safety of coastal 
settlements and Mediterranean populations, which is our common cultural heritage. 

Your participation in the project «Coastal Governance and Adaptation Policies 
in Mediterranean / Coastal Management and Adjustment Policies/ ‘COASTGAP’» and 
the relevant promotion, through this project, of ‘The Charter’ and the “Macro-
program" -as referred in its 2nd point- is an important initiative for the protection, 
management, sustainable development and climate change adaptation in coastal zones 
of the Mediterranean. 

For these reasons, I would like to congratulate you on this important and 
beneficial for our country initiative -which does not entail any financial commitment 
to the Ministry of the Environment, Energy and Climate Change- and to state my 
support to it. 

The Substitute Minister 
 
 

NIKOLAOS TAGARAS 
  

Giunta Regionale - Agenzia di Informazione e Comunicazione

Prot. N. 200/2015 

Data 17/03/2015

All'attenzione dei

- Capi redattori

Difesa della costa - Dal ministero dell'Ambiente

apprezzamento per il progetto interregionale "Coastgap".

L'assessore Gazzolo: "Molto positivo il sostegno del

sottosegretario Velo. È un piano utile al lavoro in rete tra

Regioni e Ministero per contrastare insieme il fenomeno

dell'erosione costiera"
Bologna - Il sostegno da parte del ministero dell’Ambiente al progetto “Coastgap”, che

vede impegnate le Regioni Emilia-Romagna, Lazio, Liguria e Toscana per il contrasto al

fenomeno dell’erosione costiera, è molto positivo. Lo sottolinea l’assessore regionale

alla Difesa del suolo Paola Gazzolo, che ha incontrato oggi a Roma, assieme ai

rappresentanti delle altre Regioni, il sottosegretario all’Ambiente Silvia Velo.

“L’apprezzamento e il sostegno espressi dal sottosegretario - afferma Gazzolo - ci

convincono del buon lavoro di cooperazione che abbiamo svolto con le altre Regioni. Il

piano d’azione ‘Coastgap’ nasce dalla Carta di Bologna 2012, alla quale aderiscono già

dieci Regioni costiere italiane e quindici del Mediterraneo”. Il piano prevede azioni

comuni per la difesa e l’adattamento delle coste ai cambiamenti climatici e mette a

sistema studi, conoscenze e interventi. “Si tratta di un piano utile al lavoro in rete tra

Regioni e Ministero - conclude l'assessore - che prevede l’attivazione di fondi

comunitari, nazionali e regionali. Con questo piano, che nelle prossime settimane

presenteremo a Bruxelles, il Governo potrebbe dar vita a un programma unitario di

interventi di difesa a livello nazionale, ottenendo grandi economie di scala”. /EC

Involvement/support of the National levels: e.g. Ministries of Italy, France, Greece, Cyprus

The Italian Ministry consider the JAP and its 
regional network (coastal regions) as a core 
asset for the National Board on erosion 
and strategic management of the Italian 
coastline started in April 2015…
..and moreover as a strong contribution for 
the implementation of other relevant 
actions of the Ministry (eg. CAMP-Italy), of 
EU directives on Flood risk, and MSP, and 
for the implementation of the EUSAIR 
strategy -Pillar 3   



• Increase cross-border cooperation between EU countries,
through the strengthening of the role and cooperation
between coastal Regions & Administrations

• Increase coordination between Administrations in each
Country, vertical and horizontal

• Protect the environment through early identification of
impacts and opportunities for multiple use of space

• Encourage investment in research and innovation and new
jobs creations in the field of coastal protection, coast -marine
monitoring and adaptation to climate change

• Encourage investment in interventions
for coast-marine environment protection,
creating conditions for the safety and the
sustainable development in the Med space

BC - JOINT ACTION PLAN : Developing conditions for the Blue Growth in Med  

> Major Coastal projects 

> Monitoring infrastructures & Management Plans 

Network, Studies, Integrated Planning
Research & Innovation 

Developing 
Knowledge, 
network-based 
monitoring & Data 
Management 
systems

Sustainable use of 
strategic resources 
for Blue Growth

Supporting 
Research 
Innovation 
Clusters and 
Implementation

Responding to the 
Challenge driven 
by Climate Change 
(Major Coastal 
Projects)

STRATEGIC THEME 1

STRATEGIC THEME 2

STRATEGIC THEME 3

STRATEGIC THEME 4

1.1 Build a network of coastal Observatories

1.2 Survey erosion status and flood hazards on Med 

coasts
1.3 Research on coastal and off-shore sediments stocks

1.4 Build a Med Interoperable SDI for coastal data

2.1 Governance and sustainable use of the coastal 

spaces
2.2 Promote the sustainable use of sediments stocks 

3.1 Foster project clustering initiatives

3.2 Foster innovation in coastal protection and 

adaptation3.3 Interaction with EU Research Program (H2020)

4.1 Supporting the design of structural coastal works 

4.2 Foster adaptive management solutions & 
structural works to enhance the resilience of coasts 
systems
4.3 identification, access, efficient use of funding

Joint Actions

Joint Actions 

Joint Actions

Joint Actions



MAJOR COASTAL PROJECTS (overall about 495 M€ of investments needs)

 Larnaca North Coastal Redevelopment Project (CYPRUS- 01)

 Protection du Lido de Maguelone à Frontignan (Herault-02)

 Fanari beach rehabilitation, East Macedonia-Thrace / Greece (REMTH-01)

 Eco-Friendly Marine Structures for Coastal Protection Solutions (Israel-02)

 Restoration of Kaštela Bay Coastline, Split-Dalmatia/Croatia  (Split-Dalmatia-01)

 Linenas Hersonisou coastal defense and renovation project, Crete / Greece (DAC-01)

 Recupero litorale tra Albenga e Ceriale /Regione Liguria – Provincia Savona (Liguria-01)

 Beach nourishment of sandy coasts in Herault Departement / South of France (Herault-01)

 Tiber Major Project: environmental restoration of Tiber river course and mouth coastal area (Lazio-01)

 Protection and restoration of the area Foce Reno – Bellocchio – Lido Spina, Emilia-Romagna  (RER-01)

 Extraordinary nourishment intervention on Emilia-Romagna coast with off-shore sand deposits (RER-02)

 Exploitation of deep-waters sand deposits for beach nourishments along the Valencian coast / Spain (Valencia-02)

 ICZM for the northern Tel-Aviv to Hertzeliya coastal zone, restoration and requalification interventions (Israel-01)

 Development and implementation of the shoreline management plan for the northern coast of Valencia / Spain (Valencia-01)

Monitoring infrastructures and Management Plans projects (overall about 5 M€)

• ICZM Plan for the Dubrovnik-Neretva County / Croatia (DNC-M01)

• The XIOM: a regional coastal observatory for the Catalan coast (Catalunya-M01)

• Region of East Macedonia and Thrace Coastal Management Master Plan (REMTH-M01)

• Towards a sustainable management and protection of the Tordera Delta coast (Catalunya-M02)

• Crete Integrated Coastal Zone Management Master Plan, Observatory implementation (DAC-M01)

• Common Implementation of tools for enhancing the integration among ICZM, MSP, MSFD in the Puglia Region (Puglia-M01)

The BC JOINT ACTION PLAN infrastructural part
14 Major Coastal projects and 6 Monitoring and Management projects

about 500 M€
in 6-7 years 
2015-2022 

for coastal 
interventions 

1st phase  

Financed, in development phase:
Master plan on coastal works, road 
network, town planning zones

Agreement signed
Between Region and  
7 Municipalities

Financed, Completed March-June 2016
8 Municipalities, 20 Mi€

Financed, in 
development phase



Proposals, funding & initiatives in synergy with the JAP (Examples I.)

“Coastal Mapping” project, contributing to the implementation of the Action Lines of
Strategic Theme 1 of the JAP, won the call for tender "MARE/2014/10 – Coastal
mapping", issued by EC DG Mare (LP is SHOM - Service Hydrographique et Océanographique

de la Marine, France). Budget 1.2 M€ > 2018







“RITMARE” project, Italian Flag project on marine and coastal Research promoted

and financed by MIUR, contributes to the implementation of the Action Lines of Strategic
Themes 1-3 of the JAP, (LP CNR). Budget 100 M€ since 2012 > Budget 6 M€ for
the 4th year 2016-2017 focused on the Adriatic area

“MEDSANDCOAST” project, ENPI programme, coastal -marine resources for the strategic

defense of Med littorals, contributes to the implementation of the Action Lines of
Strategic Themes 1-2 of the JAP, (LP Lazio Region ). Budget 1.3 M€ 2014 > 2016



“Co-Evolve” project proposal approved under SO3.1 of Interreg MED program.
“Promoting the co-evolution of human activities and natural systems for the dev. of
sustainable coastal and maritime tourism.” 3 M€ 2017-2019. It includes pilot actions
concerning Integrated Plans for the Major Coastal Projects areas included in the Annex 4 of
the JAP (for REMTH, Dubrovnik, Split, Herault, Valencia, Emilia-Romagna). It’s compliant and

contributes to implement Action lines of the Strategic Theme 2 of the JAP.







“BLUEMED” initiative for the Blue growth in the Mediterranean fostered by EU
DG R&I and the Italian Ministry of Research (MIUR) > synergies with Action Lines of
the Strategic Themes 1 and 3 of the JAP

National Board on Coastal Erosion promoted by the Italian Ministry of
Environment (MATTM), on the basis of Bologna Charter IT regional network,
started in April 2015, contributing to implement Action Lines of the Strategic
Theme 1 of the JAP

Proposals, funding & initiatives in synergy with the JAP (II.)

“SHARE MED” project SHAring Resources, Expertise, methods and high-resolution
cartography for improved management of seafloor resources and geohazards in
the MEDiterranean Seas“ (LP University UPCM) has passed the 1st selection phase
of H2020 Starting Community – Infrastructure, Call H2020 (INFRAIA 02-2017).
Lazio participates with a capitalization and dissemination role in MED regions,
contributing to the Action Line of the Strategic theme 1-c (RESAM) of the JAP.







Proposals, funding & initiatives in synergy with the JAP (III.)

“SANDTIBER” project, part of the Annex 4 JAP’ Major coastal Project LAZIO-01 on
Tiber River coastal area, currently funded by the Lazio Region with a total budget
of about 4,8 M €.

“Beach nourishment with off-shore sands deposits”, the Annex 4 JAP’ Major
Coastal Project RER-02 has been recently financed by the Italian Government
(“Italia Sicura” Program), with a total budget of 20 M€ and a volume of 1,2 Mm3 of
sand. Completed in June 2016.





Start-up of the National Board on Coastal Erosion - NBCE (April 2015) 

The NBCE activity gives opportunities and impulse for similar initiatives 
and shared projects in the Mediterranean area

State-of-art and needs,
National DB repertory 

> erosion  
> coastal works

> sediment needs
> resources available 

National Guidelines for the 
management of coastal 

dynamics and CC adaptation

First comprehensive draft 
July 2016

Ministry MATTM
ISPRA

15 coastal Regions
River Basin Authorities
CNR and Universities

Protocol between the MATTM and 
the 15 IT coastal REGIONS signed

on the 6th of April 2016
Consultation Phase
July - October 2016

Issue of National Guidelines
8 November 2016



LINKS WITH MAIN JAP PROJECT LINES

DATA

TOOLS

ACTIONS

National

Subregional

European

Mediterranean

Opportunity to extend NBCE activities to higher 
spatial level

Cooperation projects & opportunities of the NBCE







Possible expansion of the Bologna Charter as a joint umbrella initiative to all
Mediterranean countries and territories interested to join



Update of the Bologna Charter Joint
Action Plan (JAP) based on the new
membership (rolling document)



Future perspectives for the BC initiative in the MED 

MEDCOAST4BG project as a first project idea applying the principles & tools of
ICZM-MSP on “co-evolution of human activities and natural systems for the
development of sustainable maritime & coastal tourism in the Mediterranean“
(Co-fuding by CO-EVOLVE project for Northern Med could match other funding sources for the
south. The project could be also advanced for labelling).

BC’s Joint initiative & projects: shared priorities, UfM labelling, matching of needs
& funding North/South

Possible collaboration on transnational
joint actions, major coastal projects,
monitoring infrastructure &
management plan projects with Med
Partner Countries





Thanks for your attention!

Roberto Montanari
Rmontanari@regione.emilia-romagna.it

Christian Marasmi
Cmarasmi@regione.emilia-romagna.it

Davide Strangis
Davide.Strangis@crpm.org

Catherine Petiau 
Catherine.petiau@crpm.org
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